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This three-book bundle presents all three novels in the Rebecca Temple Mystery series in a
complete and authoritative edition. A must-read for fans of Sylvia Maultash Warsh and
mystery lovers everywhere. "a good old-fashioned mystery and a historical novel rolled into
one." ̶ Canadian Book Review Annual Includes To Die in Spring Find Me Again Season of
Iron
Ghost hunter Terry Boyle brings you this three-ebook bundle of the bestselling Haunted
Ontario books, conjuring up an eerie treasury of paranormal locales. Join Terry as he
investigates apparitions at the former Swastika Hotel in Muskoka, poltergeists in Toronto s
Royal Ontario Museum, and a whole village of spooks roaming the buildings of Black Creek
Pioneer Village. With a list of addresses, phone numbers, and websites for each location,
Terry Boyle invites all ghost enthusiasts along for the adventure. Feeling brave? You might
just want to stop and visit some ghosts on your next trip. Includes: Haunted Ontario 4
Haunted Ontario 3 Haunted Ontario
An aged man and an old book of spells. Magic̶it claims̶is real̶and so are ancient enemies
bent on controlling it. But what can thirteen-year-old non-magical twins do about it? Why
them? Can they unravel the secrets? Or will magic fall into the hands of an ancient evil set on
controlling the world? Humphrey Quinn delivers a charming story that never fails to bring
hope and escapism to readers of all ages. With its steadfast message of love and the enduring
power of truth, friendship, and finding your real family, this saga will capture the imagination
and is sure to become a new literary classic for the ages. Grab this Free Book Bundle and Start
the Fated Chronicles Today! When an aged and grizzled man insists on selling twins Meghan
and Colin Jacoby an ancient book of spells and then vanishes from the carnival grounds
moments later, well, to ignore this would also mean ignoring the other impossible things
suddenly happening around them. Magical type things… like, talking books, animals popping
out of fires, creatures lurking in the lake, fiery visions come true… plus oddly dressed
neighbors arriving out of nowhere and afraid of something that stalks the night sky. And just
when the twins think things can t get any stranger, that s when the spell book has a
dangerous warning: an ancient evil is coming, and it s coming for them… But why? Colin is
thirteen going on eighteen but stuck in the body of a ten-year-old̶he lives to disappear into
a fantasy novel for days. His twin sister Meghan despises reading anything without pictures
and spends her days picking fights with the bullies that target her geeky brother. They re
just regular thirteen-year-old twins̶well, they have spent their lives traveling around the
countryside with their uncle in his travel trailer. Granted, not completely normal, but nothing
at all remotely magical or otherworldly̶well, if you don t count their ability to hear each
other s thoughts, or that their parents died mysteriously, or that their uncle has a rule to
move every few weeks̶until summertime, when they return to the same campground… like
he s waiting for something. But what could this possibly have to do with them? A few
oddities hardly equal a hidden magical history… right? Can they unravel the secrets in time?
Or will magic be lost to these ancient enemies, plunging an unaware world into a magical
nightmare? Praise for Awaken: "Wow. Just wow. This was a book I desperately wish existed
when I was a young teen. Not only was it an amazingly well-written story, but it reminded me
of other great fantasies I have read. Reminiscent of books like Something Wicked This Way
Comes. The ending blew me away and left me wanting more. I can't wait to read the second
book!"- A Girl and Her Kindle "This enjoyable teen read mixes suspense and action with funny
elements and serious parts. I look forward to seeing where the series goes...in many senses of
that word. To know what I'm getting at, read the book." -The Paisley Reader THE FATED
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CHRONICLES IS COMPLETE: Please Read in Order… Book 1: Awaken (read free in this
bundle) Book 2: Shifting (read free in this bundle) Book 3: Embrace Book 4: Broken Book 5:
Divided Book 6: Taken Book 7: Control Book 8: Forsaken Book 9: Sacrifice Book 10: Redeem
Book 11: Ascend (The Final Book in the Series) Fans of the following books and series are
known to enjoy this epic fantasy series: Dragonlance Chronicles Shattered A Ya Urban
Fantasy Novel Torn A Ya Urban Fantasy Novel Dragons of Pern Harry Potter A Wrinkle In
Time The Chronicles of Narnia Rise of the Dragons A Quest of Heroes Dragonsworn Shannara
Chronicles Sword of Shannara Elfstones of Shannara Magic Tree House Dragonriders of Pern
Assassin's Apprentice Neverending Story Alice in Wonderland Wizard of Oz Last Air Bender
Eragon Fans of the following authors are known to enjoy this young adult fantasy series: JRR
Tolkien Terry Brooks Terry Pratchett C.S. Lewis R.A. Salvatore Morgan Rice Lindsay Buroker
Anne McCaffrey Christopher Paolini J. K. Rowling Brandon Sanderson Sherrilyn Kenyon
Patrick Rothfuss Brandon Sanderson Scott Lynch Marion Zimmer Bradley R. Scott Bakker
Robert Jordan Brian Rathbone SCROLL UP AND GRAB THESE FREE FANTASY BOOKS!
Perfect for fans of Jeff Lindsay s Dexter thrillers and the novels of Lisa Gardner and Karin
Slaughter, the Justice series from T. E. Woods combines heart-pounding suspense with moral
weight and razor-sharp characters. These intense thrillers revolve around a mysterious
woman known only as The Fixer̶an elite assassin who kills in the name of justice. Now the
first three volumes of this riveting series are available in one addictive eBook bundle: THE
FIXER THE RED HOT FIX THE UNFORGIVABLE FIX Never a doubt. Never a mistake. Always
for justice. Never for revenge. She s the person you hire when you need something
fixed̶permanently. With a strict set of criteria, she evaluates every request and chooses only
a few. No more than one job per country, per year. She will only step in if it s clear that
justice will not be served any other way. Her jobs are completed with skill and precision, and
never result in inquiry or police investigation. The Fixer is invisible̶and quite deadly. . . . In
the office of a clinical psychologist in Olympia, Washington, a beautiful young woman is in
terrible emotional pain. She puts up walls, tells lies, and seems to speak in riddles, but the
doctor is determined to help her heal, despite the fact that she claims to have hurt many
people. As their sessions escalate, the psychologist feels compelled to reach out to the police,
but it might be too late. In Seattle, a detective gets a call from his son. A dedicated journalist,
he wants his father s expertise as he looks into a suspicious death. Together they follow the
trail of leads toward a stone-cold hired killer̶only to find that death has been closer than
either could have imagined. Praise for The Fixer Hot and unpredictable, this debut hurls
you down the curvy gray avenues of right and wrong at about a hundred and fifty miles per
hour. Strap yourself in! ̶Amanda Kyle Williams, author of The Stranger You Seek Pitchperfect . . . solid characters, unpredictable twists and excellent plotting; a must-read for those
who enjoy crime fiction. ̶Kirkus Reviews
Toronto Local History 3-Book Bundle
Thanksgiving Cut and Paste Workbook for Kids
Cordi O'Callaghan Mysteries 3-Book Bundle
Entrepreneurial Edge 3-Book Bundle
The Unwritten Girl / The Young City / Fathom Five
The Justice Series 3-Book Bundle
The Fated Chronicles Books 1-3 (Awaken: Heirs of Magic / Shifting: Prophecy of Fire /
Embrace: Trials of Initiation)

Presenting the three titles in the Unwritten fantasy series. This series sends friends
Rosemary and Peter on magical and time-travelling adventures. In The Unwritten Girl,
they find themselves on a life-or-death quest to rescue Rosemary’s brother, who has
lost himself in a book. With the help of Peter and her guide, faerie shape-shifter Puck,
Rosemary must face the storybook perils of the Land of Fiction and learn to open her
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heart, before it is too late. In Fathom Five, a mysterious woman named Fiona appears
and tells Peter he’s a changeling, a fairy child left to live in the human world, and that
it’s time to come home. Can Rosemary convince him that Fiona is lying? Or is it
possible that Fiona is telling the truth? And finally, in The Young City Peter and
Rosemary fall into an underground river and are swept back in time to Toronto in 1884.
It’s a struggle to survive and adapt to the alien culture of the late nineteenth century.
Includes: The Unwritten Girl Fathom Five The Young City
Fast-paced, funny, and suspenseful, the Mister Jinnah series feature the larger-than-life
Vancouver Tribune crime reporter Hakeem Jinnah. Politically incorrect but relentless,
Jinnah finds himself embroiled in an increasingly bizarre series of police investigations.
Jinnah has to use every ounce of his investigative genius to solve a crime and make a
few extra dollars on the side. Includes: Mister Jinnah: Securities – Mister Jinnah #1
Hakeem Jinnah enjoys an ordinary life of working the Vancouver Tribune’s crime beat,
flirting with women, seeking interested investors in a mail-order-bride scheme, and
driving around in his sattelite-guided Love Machine. But when he and another Tribune
reporter begin competing to cover the story of a shady stock promoter’s death, he finds
himself embroiled in a murder investigation. She Demons – Mister Jinnah #2 How can
an enterprising newspaper reporter sell his Babji dolls when there’s a beheaded street
youth, a Rave Messiah battling a berserk God Squad, and a conniving new editor to
deal with? Especially when hes suffering all the symptoms of dengue fever? Hakeem
Jinnah, the chain-smoking, headline-chasing hypochondriac, is in a race to find a killer
and help save his buddy Sergeant Graham’s career. But a bevy of She Demons
bedevil him at each turn. Soon Jinnah is entangled in a cultic web that threatens his
friends, his family, and his life. Pizza 911 – Mister Jinnah #3 Mister Jinnah returns — just
in time to skip town, forever! Pizza 911 puts the offbeat, chain-smoking Jinnah on the
hunt for a vicious killer, and for one last big scoop before he gets out of the reporting
game. From Vancouver to Tanzania, the neurotic newsman weaves between drug lords
and assassins, betrayals and buried secrets.
A three-book bundle of essential advice for budding entrepreneurs, coming from one of
the best in business. Includes: Everyday Entrepreneur – #1 Tim, whose career is
stagnating despite his having a good job, has developed some software that could be
the basis of his own successful business, but he can’t decide whether to set up on his
own, which is how he ends up in a class on entrepreneurship conducted by a man
named Sam. By focusing on the qualities of a successful entrepreneur and by learning
from Sam’s wide-ranging experience, Tim and his fellow students learn to make
important decisions about their future. Family Entrepreneur – #2 Sam returns as
frustrated individuals immersed in family businesses enroll in his entrepreneurship
course. For ten years Mary has worked at her brother’s business, and has seen her
younger brother join the company and receive shares while she got none. Driven by
doubts about her ability to change the culture of the business or succeed outside it,
Mary signs up with Sam. Her class includes three others: a son considering taking over
a family business, a successful business owner employing her two daughters, and a
man with a stormy working relationship with his sister. Ageless Entrepreneur – #3 This
book explores the economic, social, and technological forces that are pushing people
into business for themselves at earlier and later stages in their lives than in the past.
Whatever their reasons — doors opened by new technology, the self-reliance of owning
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a robust business — students gather once more to learn how to succeed at any age.
NEW RELEASE - GET ALL 3-BOOKS FOR ONE WUNDERBAR PRICE --MUST READ
FOR AMISH ROMANCE LOVERS (AND NOT A TRAVEL GUIDE)! Join Amish widow,
Sarah Hershberger as she opens her home for a new business, her heart to a new
love, and risks everything for a new future. Open your heart to a whirlwind tour of Amish
country in these three exciting and uplifting books of Amish romance. Book 1: When
Amish widow, Sarah Hershberger, takes the desperate step to save herself and her
family from financial ruin by opening her home to Englisch tourists, will her simple
decision threaten the very foundation of the community she loves? When Amish widow,
Sarah Hershberger, takes the desperate step to save herself and her family from
financial ruin by opening her home to Englisch tourists, Sarah faces the censure of
community leaders as she struggles to balance home, faith, and the intrusion of the
outside world. But when John Lapp, a neighboring widower, steps in to help Sarah
shoulder her duties, is Sarah strong enough to accept his help? And will opposition to
her decision lead the rest of her community to return to an older, more repressive
version of their Ordnung? Find out in Amish Country Tours, Book 1 of the Amish
Country Tours series. Book 2: Just as widow, Sarah Hershberger's tour business and
her courtship with neighbor and widower, John Lapp, is beginning to blossom, will a
bitter community elder's desire to 'put Sarah in her place' force her and her family to
lose their place in the community forever? Even as Amish widow, Sarah Hershberger's
tour business and her courtship with neighboring widower, John Lapp are beginning to
blossom (and the whole family is having a great time helping out), forces in the
community rally to 'put her in her place' by forcing her to shut her doors. Can Sarah and
John, hand in hand, balance a new relationship, a new business, and the ire of their
neighbors without losing everything that they've worked for? Or will Sarah be forced to
make a terrible choice? Find out in Book 2 of the Amish Country Tours series. Book 3:
Can widow Sarah Hershberger and her new love John Lapp stand strong in the face of
lies, spies, and a final, shocking betrayal? Amish widow, Sarah Hershberger faces her
greatest challenge yet as community dissenters prove they will stop at nothing to put
her out of business for good. Will the help of her family, friends and John Lapp, the
widower she has grown to love be enough to save her business, family and future?
Find out in Amish Country Tours Book 3, the final exciting installment of the bestselling
Amish Country Tours series, where love and industry are called to stand strong in the
face of lies and fear. GRAB THESE THREE BOOKS NOW AT A PHENOMENAL 45%
OFF DISCOUNT FROM PURCHASING THEM INDIVIDUALLY! / If you LOVE Amish
Romance and KNOW YOU ARE NOT GETTING A TRAVEL GUIDE, Scroll Up and
GRAB YOUR COPY NOW! ?Great for lovers of Amish romance novels, Amish romance
authors, Amish romances, Amish romance writers, Amish romance book, Amish
romance fiction, Amish romance novel excerpt, best Amish romance authors, Amish
Christian romance authors, list of Amish romance authors, Amish romance books,
Amish romance books online, free Amish romance books, Amish Christian romance
books, Amish contemporary romance, Amish romance collection, Amish English
romance, Amish romance fisher, Amish romance movies, what is Amish romance, good
Amish romance, list of Amish romance, Amish romance novel authors, top Amish
romance novels, Amish romance novels read online, Amish romance series, Amish
romance stories, Lancaster PA, Amish country, Lancaster county saga, Amish books
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series, Amish New Books, Amish books fiction, Amish books, Amish books authors,
Amish Christmas books, Amish life books, Amish books, Amish girl book, Amish living
books, living Amish, Amish book series authors, Amish bookends, Amish reading
books, Amish next book, Amish bookstore, Amish and Mennonite books, Amish grace,
Amish fiction series, Amish fiction 2019, Amish fiction book club, inspirational Amish
fiction, inspirational Amish, Amish ebook, Amish girl book, Amish culture, Amish books
to read, Amish 2019, Amish upcoming books about the Amish lifestyle.
A Rebecca Temple Mystery
Seasons of Hope / Exceptional Circumstances / The Redemption of Oscar Wolf
He Knows What He Wants: A Romance 5 Book Bundle
The Shattered Past Series 3-Book Bundle
Spooky Sudbury/Haunted Hamilton/Tomes of Terror
The Fixer, The Red Hot Fix, The Unforgivable Fix
The Cherry Blossom 3-Book Bundle

This second Gail Bowen omnibus contains her next three masterful
mysteries featuring Canada’s favourite amateur sleuth, Joanne Kilbourn. In
A Colder Kind of Death, a prisoner is shot to death in the exercise yard of a
Saskatchewan penitentiary, and Joanne becomes a suspect when his wife
is found strangled; in A Killing Spring, the School of Journalism where
Joanne teaches becomes a world of deceit and fear when one of its
teachers is found dead in a seedy rooming house; and in Verdict in Blood,
Joanne is asked to help solve the case of a tough judge who is found
battered to death in a park.
From “a unique, not-to-be-missed voice in romantic fiction” (Susan
Andersen) comes a poignant and deeply sensual contemporary trilogy with
heart the size of Texas. In Molly O’Keefe’s wonderfully written novels, the
tantalizing cowboys and headstrong heroines of Crooked Creek ranch
struggle to find a place where they belong. And now they’re all rustled up
together in one captivating eBook bundle. CAN’T BUY ME LOVE Texas
rancher Lyle Baker offers Tara Jean Sweet, a girl from the wrong side of the
tracks, a stake in his leather business if she plays the part of a gold-digging
fiancée to lure his estranged children home. Now Lyle’s gone—and his
ridiculously handsome son, Luc, an ice hockey star sidelined by injuries, is
the new owner of Crooked Creek ranch. Being so close to sinfully sweet
Tara Jean does crazy things to Luc’s priorities, like make him want to pry
her deepest secrets from those irresistible lips. But when Tara Jean’s past
demands a dirty showdown, will Luc stay and fight? CAN’T HURRY LOVE
Victoria Baker, the penniless widow of a disgraced financier, is ready to
make a new life for herself. She’s taking over Crooked Creek ranch, her
birthright, and turning it into something special. All that stands in her way
is Eli Turnbull, a rugged cowboy who wants the land just as badly. He’s
devoted his life to Crooked Creek, and he’s not about to let some
pampered city girl turn it into a spa. But their burning anger only fuels heat
of another kind: uncontrollable passion. Soon Victoria and Eli each realize
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that the person standing in their way is the one they can never do without.
CRAZY THING CALLED LOVE Dallas TV morning-show host Madelyn
Cornish is poised, perfect, and unflappable—but her iron will guards
memories of a man she’s determined to lock out. Until that man shows up
at a morning meeting like a bad dream: Billy Wilkins, sexy hockey
superstar in a tailspin—still skating, still fighting, and still her ex-husband.
Now the producers want this bad-boy heartbreaker to undergo an on-air
makeover, and Billy, who has nothing to lose, agrees. It’s his only chance
to get near Maddy again and be redeemed by the one thing that matters:
her love.
David A. Poulsen explores heavy topics in an accessible and engaging
way. Read three of his acclaimed novels in this bundle.
Noted traveller and environmentalist Hap Wilson shares accounts of his
lifelong involvement with wilderness living within the Canadian Shield.
Wilson knows better than most how to live in the woods. As park ranger,
canoe guide, outfitter, trail builder, and environmental activist, he learned
from firsthand experience that nature can neither be beaten or tamed.This
three-book bundle includes: The Cabin: A Search for Personal Sanctuary
Noted environmentalist Hap Wilson takes us along a wilderness trail replete
with snags and pitfalls, through mishaps, tears, and laughter. Grey Owl and
Me: Stories From the Trail and Beyond Hap Wilson is back for another
journey. Nurtured by the writings of Grey Owl, Wilson adopted a similar
lifestyle to the 1930s conservationist but with his own twists and turns.
Wilson recounts the early days of winter camping, takes readers to some of
his favourite places, and shares intimate secrets of wilderness living. Trails
and Tribulations:Confessions of a Wilderness Pathfinder Noted northern
traveller Hap Wilson shares accounts of his lifelong involvement with
wilderness living within the Canadian Shield. A park ranger, canoe guide,
and environmental activist, Wilson takes the reader on a journey through
natural settings ranging from austere to mysterious and breathtaking.
Annual Report of the Children's Aid Society
Real Hauntings — 3-Book Bundle
Once Perfect, Once Loved, Once Pure
James Bartleman's Seasons of Hope 3-Book Bundle
The Unwritten Books 3-Book Bundle
RMS Segwun / Ghost Towns of Muskoka / Ghosts of Niagara-on-the-Lake
NIVAC Bundle 3: Wisdom Books
As soon as Maggie's grandma and grandpa get the turkey in the oven, bright and early on
Thanksgiving morning, the guests arrive and the commotion begins: glamorous aunts, crying
babies, acrobatic cousins, strange dogs, mysterious gifts, romance, friendships, "yacketyyak"ing and, of course, lots of wonderful food and fun. You'll find a new story every time you
read this joyous celebration of Thanksgiving!
Novelist, diplomat, statesman, representative of both the First Nations and the Crown in
Canada, James Bartleman always writes from his incredible personal experience. Presented
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here are three extraordinary books, each touching on a different aspect of his life, whether a
candid tell-all about the halls of power, or his unique novels in which the names and details
have been changed to protect the innocent. Guaranteed to captivate readers of all stripes.
Includes: Seasons of Hope Traces James Bartleman's life from an impoverished Native
childhood to being appointed ambassador for Canada and lieutenant governor for Ontario, and
how as his career advanced, he mobilized public support for Native education. This story
traces the whole amazing story. Exceptional Circumstances When Luc Cadotte, diplomat and
spy, returns home from Latin America during the FLQ Crisis, he becomes entangled in political
machinations and a story of espionage, betrayal, and love gone wrong. Facing an
unprecedented wave of domestic terrorism, Cadotte must weigh his ethics against public
safety, with lives on the line. The Redemption of Oscar Wolf A saga of mid-20th-century Native
life in Canada and abroad, and a novel of resonating ideas and unforgettable characters,
whose fascinating, anti-hero protagonist sets out on a quest for redemption after a terrible
incident kills his grandfather and a young maid.
INSTA-LOVE LIKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN . . . FOR THE HOLIDAYS! My mom just got a new
boyfriend and cancelled Thanksgiving because "reasons." So my sweet elderly neighbors
invite me over. So far so good, right? Yeah, well, I'm not the only guest at their Thanksgiving
table . . . But from the way this mystery guest is staring, I might be the only thing on the menu .
. . His menu! New instalove series of novellas. Sweetness and darkness rolled into one. No
cheating. No cliffhangers. Guaranteed HEA. Over-the-top with drama, madness, and steam
because I just can't help myself. Sorry. This is insta-love, Annabelle Winters style.
This NIVAC Bundle includes the four wisdom books found in the NIV Application Commentary
series.
And Then the Sky Exploded / Numbers / Old Man
The Joanne Kilbourn Mysteries 3-Book Bundle Volume 1
Thanksgiving Is Here!
Mister Jinnah: Securities / She Demons / Pizza 911
Can't Buy Me Love, Can't Hurry Love, and Crazy Thing Called Love
The Inn at Sunset Harbor Bundle (Books 2 and 3)
These three full-length novels are the perfect introduction to THE
HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN SERIES--and also the perfect stocking stuffer for
the reader who loves murder, suspense, sex -- and some handy household
tips THE HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN'S HANDBOOK (Book 1) Every desperate
housewife wants an alias. Donna Stone has one, and it happens to be
government-sanctions. But when terrorism hits close to home, espionage
makes for strange bedfellows -- and brings new meaning to the old
adage, "Honey, I'm home..." THE HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN'S GUIDE TO
GRACIOUS KILLING (Book 2) On Donna's to-do list: First, exterminate a
rogue operative out to assassinate the newly elected Russian President.
Next: file for divorce! THE HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN'S KILLER CHRISTMAS
TIPS (Book 3) 'Tis the season for mistletoe...and murder! There will be no
peace on Earth if Donna doesn't find a shipping container filled with heatseeking missiles! Always on the lookout for a great mystery, thriller, or
suspense novel with fun biting racy humor? If you enjoy Janet Evanovich,
Chelsea Field, or Jana Deleon, check out all the Housewife Assassin
Mystery series books.
A colourful look at Toronto's pioneer roots, tracing the history of three
neighbourhoods from their farming days to modern day. Includes: Don
Mills: From Forests and Farms to Forces of Change As recently as 1970,
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wheat crops were grown at Don Mills — and no small amount, but enough
to line Toronto’s grocery-store shelves with baked goods. Single-herd
milk was also commonplace, thanks to this last vestige of the city’s
agricultural past. By 1980, it had been paved over, but Scott Kennedy
offers a glimpse of the way things used to be. 200 Years at St. John's York
Mills: The Oldest Parish in Toronto St. John’s Church at York Mills was
built in 1816 on land that had been donated by pioneer settlers: a little
log building that was the first parish church in the City of Toronto. The
brick church that stands there today, completed in 1844 and enlarged
over the years, stands as a welcoming place of worship and repository of
Canadian history. Willowdale: Yesterday's Farms, Today's Legacy In 1855,
Willowdale post office opened in Jacob Cummer's store on Yonge Street.
Today it is a bustling urban environment. Scott Kennedy recounts the
notable stories of what happened in between and who was there as
Willowdale evolved into a modern community.
Three titles in Andrew Hind and Maria Da Silva’s acclaimed series on the
local history, maritime colour, and even the shadowy side of Ontario’s
most picturesque communities. From ghost towns to actual ghosts, the
unexpected abounds in this collection of the most surprising corners of
Ontario — a must for cottagers and local-history lovers, brought to you by
two of the best! Includes: RMS Segwun Ghost Towns of Muskoka Ghosts
of Niagara-on-the-Lake
A bundle of books #2 (FOREVER AND FOR ALWAYS) and #3 (FOREVER,
WITH YOU) in Sophie Loves’s The Inn at Sunset Harbor series. This bundle
offers books #2 and 3 in one convenient file, with over 120,000 words of
reading. In FOREVER AND FOR ALWAYS, 35 year old Emily Mitchell has
fled her job, apartment and ex-boyfriend in New York City for her father's
abandoned home on the coast of Maine, needing a change in her life.
Tapping her life savings to restore the historic home, and with a budding
relationship with the caretaker, Daniel, Emily prepares to open the Inn at
Sunset Harbor as Memorial Day comes. In FOREVER, WITH YOU, as
Memorial Day comes, Emily Mitchell prepares to open the Inn at Sunset
Harbor. But all does not go as planned. Emily learns quickly that she has
no idea how to run a B&B. The house, despite her efforts, needs new,
urgent repairs she cannot afford. Her covetous neighbor is still
determined to make trouble for her. And worst of all: just as her
relationship with Daniel is blossoming, she learns he has a secret. THE
INN AT SUNSET HARBOR is a dazzling new romance series that will make
you laugh, make you cry, will keep you turning pages late into the
night—and will make you fall in love with romance all over again.
Epic Fantasy First in Series Free Book Bundle
The Show Me Series Boxed Set: Volume 1 (Books 1-3)
Amish Country Tours 3-Book Boxed Set Bundle
Everyday Entrepreneur / Family Entrepreneur / Ageless Entrepreneur
Editor & Publisher International Year Book
Documents of the Assembly of the State of New York
I Am Algonquin / Algonquin Spring / Algonquin Sunset

Get your child excited about Thanksgiving - Would you like your child to look forward to
the arrival of Thanksgiving? - Do you feel frustrated because every year this holiday
passes and your child does not appreciate it? - Do you wish your children knew more
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about Thanksgiving and appreciated its inner and outer beauty? I know how you feel
because we were there too. What we really need is a way to both excite and educate
our kids about Thanksgiving - which is why I designed tn Activity Book. This amazing
book uses fun activities to introduce, intrigue, and accelerate learning about key
Thanksgiving themes in your child's modern environment. But most of all, your child will
be excited about Thanksgiving. Here's how: - The exercises I've included are both
practical and contextual, so your child will not only learn about the do's and don'ts of the
holiday, but also how Thanksgiving affects his life, his environment, and the world
around him. - The exercises promote basic skills so your child practices a range of
behaviors that develop them logistically, starting with mental and creative development.
- Each page is laced with amazing illustrations, including both coloring pages showing
the beauty and diversity of Thanksgiving. - I have prepared this book in two different
age ranges so you can find the right level for your child. This particular book is suitable
for children who can color independently. We suggest that this book is appropriate for
children ages 3+, but every child is different! - The book contains lots of logistical fun. It
contains many educational activities related to Thanksgiving, so your child will have fun
while learning. The activities include coloring pages. - The activities are hands-on, with
things to design, make, and use. I have included 23 pages full of activities. The
Thanksgiving cut and paste activity book is the culmination of many Thanksgiving
related products I have created. The exercises build on previous products that have
brought joy to children around the world. I put every ounce of my creative energy into
this book. Enjoy double the fun! Did you know that the Thanksgiving Activity Book is
available in two different age ranges? One for SMALL CHILDREN (those who can't
read and draw on their own) and one for BIG CHILDREN (those who can read and
draw on their own)! I created this special bundle called the Thanksgiving Cut and Paste
Workbook that includes both books. Click on the image below to learn more:
A bundle of books #1 (FOR NOW AND FOREVER), #2 (FOREVER AND FOR
ALWAYS), and #3 (FOREVER, WITH YOU) in Sophie Loves’s The Inn at Sunset
Harbor series. This bundle offers books #1, #2, and #3 in one convenient file, with
approximately 200,000 words of reading. In FOR NOW AND FOREVER, Emily Mitchell,
35, living and working in New York City, has struggled through a string of failed
relationships. When her boyfriend of 7 years takes her out for their long-awaited
anniversary dinner, Emily is sure that this time will be different, that this time she will
finally get the ring. When he gives her a small bottle of perfume instead, Emily knows
the time has come to break up with him—and for her entire life to have a fresh start.
Reeling from her unsatisfying, high-pressure life, Emily decides she needs a change.
She decides on a whim to drive to her father’s abandoned home on the coast of Maine,
a sprawling, historic house where she’d spent magical summers as a child. But the
house, long-neglected, is in dire need of repair, and the winter is no time to be in Maine.
Emily hasn’t been there in 20 years, when a tragic accident changed her sister’s life
and shattered her family. Her parents divorced, her father disappeared, and Emily was
never able to bring herself to step foot in that house again. In FOREVER AND FOR
ALWAYS, 35 year old Emily Mitchell has fled her job, apartment and ex-boyfriend in
New York City for her father's abandoned home on the coast of Maine, needing a
change in her life. Tapping her life savings to restore the historic home, and with a
budding relationship with the caretaker, Daniel, Emily prepares to open the Inn at
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Sunset Harbor as Memorial Day comes. In FOREVER, WITH YOU, as Memorial Day
comes, Emily Mitchell prepares to open the Inn at Sunset Harbor. But all does not go as
planned. Emily learns quickly that she has no idea how to run a B&B. The house,
despite her efforts, needs new, urgent repairs she cannot afford. Her covetous neighbor
is still determined to make trouble for her. And worst of all: just as her relationship with
Daniel is blossoming, she learns he has a secret. THE INN AT SUNSET HARBOR is a
dazzling new romance series that will make you laugh, make you cry, will keep you
turning pages late into the night—and will make you fall in love with romance all over
again.
In one volume for the first time, this bundle presents the first three novels of the Holly
Martin Mystery series by Lou Allin. At her first RCMP post in tiny Fossil Bay on the wild
south coast of Vancouver Island, Holly falls in love with island life. But she soon learns
that the isolated area also attracts the darker sides of human nature. "A must-read book
that will be hard to put down this season." - Monday Magazine Twilight Is Not Good for
Maidens - Holly Martin Mystery #3 (NEW!) A series of savage attacks on lone women
rocks the island, and Holly thinks the case is ready to break – one way or another. She
Felt No Pain - Holly Martin Mystery #2 After a troubling autopsy, Holly suspects there’s
more to the case than the tox-screen suggests. A drought strikes, and one match could
ignite the area. And on the Surface Die - Holly Martin Mystery #1 Holly’s first day on
the job starts with a distress call that isn’t what it seems.
A bundle of books #3 (FOREVER, WITH YOU) and #4 (IF ONLY FOREVER) in Sophie
Loves’s The Inn at Sunset Harbor series. This bundle offers books #3 and #4 in one
convenient file, with over 120,000 words of reading. In FOREVER, WITH YOU, as
Memorial Day comes, Emily Mitchell prepares to open the Inn at Sunset Harbor. But all
does not go as planned. Emily learns quickly that she has no idea how to run a B&B.
The house, despite her efforts, needs new, urgent repairs she cannot afford. Her
covetous neighbor is still determined to make trouble for her. And worst of all: just as
her relationship with Daniel is blossoming, she learns he has a secret. In IF ONLY
FOREVER, Emily is still reeling from Daniel’s proposal. As all seems to finally fall into
place in her life, she looks forward to an exciting engagement year ahead, from
shopping for a venue and a wedding dress, to creating her invite list, to setting a date.
But all does not goes as planned. The endless events of the engagement year add
more stress than joy, putting pressure on their relationship as they are forced to make
hard choices. Adjusting to life as parents doesn’t make it any easier, as Chantelle runs
into problems at school and as a custody battle looms over them. As Christmas and
New Years approach, the stress is only compounded. THE INN AT SUNSET HARBOR
is a dazzling new romance series that will make you laugh, make you cry, will keep you
turning pages late into the night—and will make you fall in love with romance all over
again.
Haunted Ontario 3-Book Bundle
Algonquin Quest 3-Book Bundle
The Housewife Assassin’s Hot Holiday 3-Book Bundle
Andrew Hind and Maria Da Silva 3-Book Bundle
Haunted Ontario / Haunted Ontario 3 / Haunted Ontario 4
And on the Surface Die / She Felt No Pain / Twilight Is Not Good for Maidens
The Whole Earth Holiday Book
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The encyclopedia of the newspaper industry.
The Show Me Series Boxed Set: Volume 1 (Books 1-3) Book 1: Life’s Second
Chances: Angelina Samuels has lost the only job she’s ever held. A last minute
interview lands her a new teaching job just days before the school year is about to
begin. It turns out to be the best thing that could have happened when she realizes that
her best friend from college, Gabriella Alvarez, is also a member of the teaching staff.
Gabriella’s brother, Alejandro, relocates to his hometown after having lived away from
family and friends since he left for college to become a renowned transplant surgeon.
He’s settling into a new job, reacquainting himself with family and friends, and is
learning to deal ever-so-slowly with the personal loss that forever changed his life.
When Angelina’s sister experiences a health crisis, Alejandro is there to support her
and her family. And when Angelina herself experiences a personal tragedy, Alejandro is
the only one to guide her through it. As love stares down at them, can Angelina help
Alejandro take that second chance on love and marriage? Book 2: Life’s Gateway to
Happiness: Kelly Samuels is dedicated to her career and has received several
promotions in her short tenure at Lattice Works. Kelly’s family is shocked when she
returns home unemployed and without an explanation. Alec Alvarez, a pediatrician from
a family full of doctors, is focused solely on his career. He’s declared his bachelor
status for life and has no desire for love, marriage, or babies. When Alec finds Kelly
stuck on the side of a snowy road, neither of them are prepared for the feelings they
begin to have for one another. As Kelly and Alec grow closer, he wants to know why the
once happy-go-lucky Kelly is hesitant to his touch, while Kelly just wants to find purpose
to her life again. After Kelly tells two conflicting stories as to why she lost her job, Alec
steps in to discover what truly happened. Can Kelly come to terms with what happened
to her and move on with her life? And can Alec love enough to give-up his
bachelorhood status for good? Book 3: Life’s Turned Upside Down: Gabriella Alvarez
is the youngest of the Alvarez family. She’s watched her best friend marry her brother
and another brother find love. Deep down, she’s looking for love, but she can’t quite
shake the college sweetheart that broke her heart. Dr. Ashton Holder works for the
famous Alvarez practice. He and Gabriella have always clashed—she continues to see
him only has the rough-edged doctor with no bedside manner, but he’s really made
strides to put this image behind him. When Gabriella discovers a secret from Ashton’s
past, though, she does her best to help him uncover something that will change his life
forever, but a misunderstanding between them rocks him to the core. When he finally
uncovers the secret, he must learn to put his past aside and try and move on with a
future willed with hope and dreams.
Award-winning mystery writer Gail Bowen’s first three masterful mysteries featuring
amateur sleuth Joanne Kilbourn are now collected in a single volume. In Deadly
Appearances, a successful politician sips his water before a speech at a picnic on a
sweltering August afternoon and, within seconds, he is dead; in Murder at the Mendel,
Joanne’s childhood friend may have a far more complicated, far more sordid, and far
more deadly past than Joanne knows about; and in The Wandering Soul Murders, a
centre for street kids holds a dark and disturbing secret, forcing Joanne to act when her
own children are drawn into a web of intrigue that will leave you breathless.
Painting a vivid picture of the original peoples of North America, long before European
colonization changed the face of the continent, the Algonquin Quest novels show the
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traditions, the legends and the intrigue that shaped the First Nations. For Mahingan and
his family, caught in the middle of a defining conflict with the Haudenosaunee
(Iroquois), warfare is a part of life, but so are the natural world and the rich web of
culture he shares with allies like the Omàmiwinini (Algonquin), the Ouendat (Huron),
and the Nippissing. Includes I Am Algonquin This novel follows the story of a warrior
named Mahingan and his family as they live the traditional Algonquin way of life long
before Europeans arrived in North America. Hunting and warfare are daily concerns,
and signs point to a defining conflict between Mahingan's nation and its enemies.
Algonquin Spring Six years ago, Mahingan’s wife was taken from him by the
Haudenosaunee at the Battle of the Falls. Now, after learning that she is still alive and
captive, he and his remaining family struggle to survive and rescue her. But events
2,000 kilometres away, and a mysterious Mi’kmaq legend, are conspiring in ways that
could snatch away Mahingan’s hopes. Algonquin Sunset Set twelve years after the
events of Algonquin Spring, this book follows the now-grown Anokì, his sister Pangì
Mahingan, and the rest of their family as they face a new enemy: the Lak?óta.
Rebecca Temple Mysteries 3-Book Bundle
The Crooked Creek Ranch Trilogy (3-Book Bundle)
Amish Country Tours Amish Romance Series An Amish of Lancaster County Saga
Taken on Thanksgiving
David A. Poulsen's Young Adult Fiction 3-Book Bundle
Scissor Skills Activity Book for Kids 2 -5 | Coloring Book for Toddler and Kindergarten |
Dot Markers for Baby and Preschool
Don Mills / 200 Years at St. John's York Mills / Willowdale

Hailed as “sexy and heartbreaking” by Monica Murphy and “pure reading bliss” by Sawyer
Bennett, Cecy Robson’s Shattered Past series has everything: blistering passion, college-age
angst, and mouth-watering MMA studs. And it all revolves around one irresistible family with a
troubled history. Now all three novels—Once Perfect, Once Loved, and Once Pure—are
together in one steamy eBook bundle. ONCE PERFECT Struggling to pay her college tuition in
the wake of tragedy, Evelyn Preston is waitressing at a nightclub where she has more in
common with the preppy clientele than her new co-workers. Still, she can’t deny her attraction
to the sexy six-foot-four bouncer and ex-army MMA fighter Mateo Tres Santos. Mateo wound
up in prison for assaulting the man who harmed his sister. Now he’s feeling the same
protective impulse for Evelyn. And he’s determined to find out what nightmares are lurking in
Evelyn’s past—even if that means tackling his own to save her. ONCE LOVED Every memory
Lety Tres Santos has from her childhood comes with a scar. College offers a fresh start . . .
until her father finds a way to ruin that, too. Now, after losing her scholarship, Lety is
determined to stay in school, and she intends to do it without any help from Brody Quaid:
lacrosse star, 4.0 student—and Lety’s ex-boyfriend. Their relationship crashed and burned
because Brody couldn’t break through her walls, but with Lety hurting more than ever, he’s
desperate to win her back. And that will mean trusting someone more than he’s ever dared.
ONCE PURE Sofia Tres Santos remembers a time before her innocence was ripped away,
before she began punishing herself with risky behavior and unworthy men. Now, at twenty,
she’s ready to rebuild, and she keeps coming back to her childhood friend and longtime crush,
Killian O’Brien. When she agrees to work at his gym, Killian seizes the opportunity to train her
in his hard-hitting MMA techniques. But as Sofia grows stronger, she challenges everything he
believes, showing him that no matter how much he dominates in the ring, the real battle is
fought in the heart. Praise for Cecy Robson’s Shattered Past series “Once Perfect is exactly
that: perfect for fans of sweetly sexy New Adult with a to-die-for protective hero.”—New York
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Times bestselling author Marquita Valentine “Sweet and sexy, a perfect combination . . . Cecy
Robson delivers pure reading bliss.”—USA Today bestselling author Sawyer Bennett, on Once
Perfect “Brody made it his mission to be Lety’s rock. . . . Cecy Robson created a perfect book
boyfriend in Brody Quaid, and many will enjoy his patience, sexiness, and unconditional love
for Lety.”—Heroes and Heartbreakers, on Once Loved “With its skillfully developed characters
and scorching sexual tension, Once Loved is a gorgeous second-chance love story you won’t
want to put down.”—USA Today bestselling author Lauren Layne “The sexual tension between
Sofia and Killian is super steamy; the passion builds with every page.”—RT Book Reviews, on
Once Pure “Sexy and heartbreaking, Once Pure is an excellent, emotional read.”—New York
Times bestselling author Monica Murphy
Short-listed for the 2012 Pacific Northwest Young Readers Choice Award and for the 2011
Hackmatack Children’s Choice Award (When the Cherry Blossoms Fell) This special bundle
contains all of Jennifer Maruno’s Cherry Blossom novels about the internment of JapaneseCanadians, viewed through the eyes of nine-year-old Michiko Minagawa. Includes: When the
Cherry Blossoms Fell Nine-year-old Michiko bids her father goodbye. She doesn’t know the
government has ordered all Japanese-born men out of the province. Ten days later, her family
joins hundreds of Japanese-Canadians on a train to the interior of B.C. She must face local
prejudice, the worst winter in forty years, and her first Christmas without her father. Cherry
Blossom Winter After the bombing of Pearl Harbor, ten-year-old Michiko’s family’s possessions
are confiscated and they are sent to a small community. After a former Asahi baseball star
becomes her new teacher, life gets better. Baseball fever hits town, and when Michiko
challenges the adults to a game with her class, the whole town turns out. Cherry Blossom
Baseball — NEW! After her family is forced to move by Canada’s racist wartime policies,
Michiko is the only Japanese kid at school. One nice thing is that she’s a hit at the local
baseball tryouts. There’s just one problem: everyone thinks she’s a boy. What is she to do
when they find her out — do as she’s told and quit, or pitch like never before? “Maruno brings
to life this tragic part of Canadian history while showing that, among the poverty and loss
experienced by the internees, strong communities were still able to grow.” — Quill & Quire
This special three-book bundle collects three haunting books on the supernatural by Mark
Leslie. In Spooky Sudbury and Haunted Hamilton he relays creepy tales from two of Canada’s
cities. Lock the doors and turn on all the lights before you settle down with these stories,
because once you begin to read about the supernatural elements that lurk within these
seemingly normal towns in Southern Ontario, strange bumps in the night will take on new,
more sinister meanings. In Tomes of Terror Leslie has compiled true stories of the
supernatural in literary locales, complete with hair-raising first-person accounts. You may even
recognize a spectre of your local library lurking in these true stories and photographs. If you
have ever felt an indescribable presence hanging about a quiet bookshop, then you’ll enjoy
these fascinating and haunting tales. Haunted Hamilton Spooky Sudbury Tomes of Terror
Educational resource for teachers, parents and kids!
Mister Jinnah Mysteries 3-Book Bundle
Dying for Murder / Forever Dead / Innocent Murderer
Holly Martin Mysteries 3-Book Bundle
Hap Wilson's Wilderness 3-Book Bundle
The Cabin / Grey Owl and Me / Trails and Tribulations
The Inn at Sunset Harbor Bundle (Books 1, 2, and 3)
Documents of the Senate of the State of New York

5 romance stories in one sexy bundle! Includes LOVING THE CHASE,
TAKEN BY THE CASINO OWNER, KIDNAPPING THE BRIDE, RINGING IN THE
LUNAR NEW YEAR, and CALL ME OPPA. LOVING THE CHASE Lila Lawrence
- beautiful, innocent, desperate. Chase Eastwick - sexy,
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arrogant, possessive. Let the chase begin... All Lila Lawrence
wants is a chill junior year at college. Unfortunately, the
ridiculously wealthy Chase Eastwick threatens her wish. Although
he possesses criminally good looks, Lila wants nothing to do
with the creep who is unwilling to take no for an answer and
refuses to understand the concept of personal space. But Chase
soon becomes the only person she can turn to for help. However,
his help comes with strings attached... TAKEN BY THE CASINO
OWNER Caleb Romans is the incredibly wealthy and powerful owner
of Four Leaf Casinos - and Allison Huang's ex. Allison thought
she would never see him again until he shows up at her apartment
building and drops this bombshell - her father has been gambling
at his casino and owes him money. A lot of money. But Caleb will
forgive her father's debt on one condition - if she offers him
the body he has missed the past few months... KIDNAPPING THE
BRIDE Theoretically, my wedding day should be the happiest hours
of my life. But it's not, thanks to a certain someone I can't
get over—that someone being the incredibly sexy Hikaru Watanabe,
who also happens to be the ruthless leader of a powerful yakuza
gang. And it turns out that Hikaru wants me back and he will
stop at nothing to reclaim me. Even if that means kidnapping me
on my wedding day. ***A sexy second-chance story with an
obsessed alpha male, lots of smut, and a HEA!*** RINGING IN THE
LUNAR NEW YEAR College freshman Simone Chang is feeling
homesick. For the first time, she's spending Chinese New Year
without her family. But fortunately, she has her best friend by
her side, Will Higa...aka the boy she has wanted since pretty
much forever. Will promises her that he will make this Chinese
New Year one to remember. Because it turns out that he has
always wanted her too and is ready to make her his... ***Ring in
the Lunar New Year with this sweet and sexy friends-to-lovers
story!*** CALL ME OPPA I'm Celia, a former pre-med student and
bored waitress who's on the fast track to nowhere. In between
shifts and staring at my almost empty fridge, I write cheesy
fanfiction featuring my favorite K-pop group Afternoon 4 and
hope for something to change my life. Little do I know that I
would find that life-changing something during a shift and meet
the members of Afternoon 4 in the freaking flesh. And imagine my
absolute shock when I find out that one of them wants me. ***A
sweet and sexy story with an alpha male idol, insta-love, and a
happy ending!***
Zoologist sleuth Cordi O’Callaghan is scrambling to save her
life, or at least her career, in this ebook bundle of all three
Cordi O’Callaghan mysteries, including the newest novel, Dying
for Murder. From the Canadian wilderness, to an Arctic cruise
ship, to a remote island in the mid-Atlantic, Cordi somehow
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keeps one stumble ahead of murder. What critics are saying "A
slickly put-together plot ... and the promise of more to come."
– Margaret Cannon, Globe & Mail "Strikingly original, with a
twist at the end that will keep the reader thinking." – Pontiac
Journal "The action is non-stop and the setting is incredible.
The plot is complex with twists and turns that keep Cordi and
the reader on their toes." – Mystery Maven Canada "Most
enjoyable with [Kingsmill’s] "right on" references to the
Canadian wilderness, canoeing, and camping. Her background in
biology and nature adventure is obvious. Suzanne has plot twists
and turns right up to the end." – Robert Bateman, Wildlife
Artist Includes Forever Dead Innocent Murderer Dying for Murder
Animals give thanks for the things that they enjoy, such as
flowers, new crayons, and a hug.
The Inn at Sunset Harbor Bundle (Books 3 and 4)Sophie Love
Advocate and Family Guardian
The Joanne Kilbourn Mysteries 3-Book Bundle Volume 2
The Inn at Sunset Harbor Bundle (Books 3 and 4)
When the Cherry Blossoms Fell / Cherry Blossom Winter / Cherry
Blossom Baseball
Give Thanks for Each Day
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